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The covariant and kappa-symmetric action for superstring in direct product of two ﬂat D = 10 N = 1
superspaces is presented. It is given by the sum of supersymmetric generalization of two copies of chiral 
boson actions constructed with the use of the Pasti–Sorokin–Tonin (PST) technique. The chirality of 8 
‘left’ bosons and 8 ‘left’ fermions and the anti-chirality of their ‘right’ counterparts are obtained as gauge 
ﬁxed version of the equations of motion, so that the physical degrees of freedom are essentially those 
of the II Green–Schwarz superstring. Our action is manifestly T-duality invariant as the ﬁelds describing 
oscillating and winding modes enter it on equal footing.
© 2015 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
The fact that, to make manifest T-duality, the characteristic 
symmetry of String Theory [1], one needs to double the coordi-
nates of the spacetime had been appreciated decades ago and the 
corresponding sigma model actions were considered in [2] and [3]. 
The background ﬁelds coupled to the fundamental string should 
also allow for formulation in doubled spacetime (or should be dou-
bled themselves [4]); such a description is now known as ‘double 
ﬁeld theory’ [5].
The pseudoaction of sigma model on doubled twisted tori was 
proposed in [6] (where ‘pseudo’ refers to the fact that a chiral-
ity/self-duality condition has to be imposed by hand when working 
with the action) while Tseytlin’s action for this case was studied 
in [7]. The covariant version of Tseytlin’s action was constructed 
in [8] with the use of Pasti–Sorokin–Tonin (PST) technique [9] (see 
also [10]). The relationship of the covariant pseudo-action [6] and 
non-covariant action [3] was the subject of [11], where the PST 
action of [8] was also reproduced. However, neither a supersym-
metric generalization of the PST-type covariant action from [8] nor 
a supersymmetric generalization of the non-covariant Tseytlin’s ac-
tion [3] has been known before.
A superstring model in an enlarged doubled superspace was 
proposed recently [12] (see also [13]). This model is not just 
the supersymmetric and covariant generalization of Tseytlin’s 
action as a number of additional types of coordinates are in-
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SCOAP3.troduced besides the doubling of bosonic vector coordinates 
of superspace. The approach of [12] is based on an embed-
ding of (two) super-Poincaré algebra(s) into a superalgebra with 
nondegenerate metric; extra coordinates are then partially re-
moved by imposing dimensional reduction and section condi-
tions.
In this letter we develop a more economic description of the 
T-duality invariant type II superstring. We present the PST action 
for supersymmetric string in double D = 10, N = 1 superspace 
and describe its gauge symmetries, including the local fermionic 
κ-symmetry. Our action is a supersymmetric generalization of the 
bosonic string PST action from [11] and the nontrivial part of our 
study was the search for κ-symmetry. The preservation of the 
κ-symmetry may be considered as a guide to search for super-
space constraints describing supergravity in doubled superspace 
(see [14,15] for the description of supergravity in double space1
and [22,23] for its description in a very extended doubled super-
space).
We denote the coordinates of two copies, left, (10|16)L , and 
right, (10|16)R , of the D = 10, N = 1 superspace by
ZML = (XaL, θα1) and Z M˜R = (Xa˜R , θ α˜2) (1)
with a = 0, 1, . . . , 9 and α = 1, . . . , 16. Their push-forwards to 
the worldsheet W 2 (with local coordinates {ξm}), which we will 
denote by the same symbols, will describe the left-moving and 
1 M-theoretic counterparts in enlarged spaces with manifest U-duality symmetry 
were studied in [17] and [21,18,19]; their purely bosonic counterparts had been 
proposed in [16] and [20].under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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the index of θα˜2 does not mean that we are restricting ourselves to 
IIB superstring as far as the indices of left and right coordinates are 
transformed by different SO(1, 9) groups. This is reﬂected by tilde 
over the right coordinate indices (we omit this below to simplify 
the notation). The SO(1, 9) × SO(1, 9) will be a manifest symmetry 
of our superstring action.
In very early papers [24] Isaev and Ivanov showed that the 
standard Green–Schwarz (GS) superstring action [25] can be writ-
ten as an action on (10|16)L ⊕ (10|16)R . However in this case only 
the sum of two 10D vector coordinates, Xa = XaL + XaR , is re-
ally present while the difference, X˜a = XaL − XaR , enters the La-
grangian form under total derivative only. Indeed, the Volkov–
Akulov (VA) 1-form of the type II superspace (10|16+16)L , a =
dXa − idθ1σ aθ1 − idθ2σ aθ2, which is used to construct the ﬁrst, 
Nambu–Goto type term of the GS action, can be considered as a 
sum a = La + Ra , of VA 1-forms of left and right superspaces,
La = dXaL − idθ1σ aθ1 , Ra = dXaR − idθ2σ aθ2 , (2)
while the second Wess–Zumino term of the GS action can be 
written as 
∫
(La + Ra) ∧ d(La − Ra). In this form X˜a = XaL − XaR , 
although appearing in the building blocks, disappear from the ac-
tion (dd = 0), while Xa = XaL + XaR obey second order equations. 
In a suitable gauge these equations for transverse, physical com-
ponents (a = I = 1, . . . , 8) are solved by the sum of chiral (left-
moving) and anti-chiral (right-moving) functions, x˜IL(ξ
0 + ξ1) and 
x˜IR(ξ
0 − ξ1); generically these do not coincide with the above XaL
and XaR .
In contrast, our action below is formulated in terms of origi-
nally unconstrained ZML (ξ) and Z M˜R (ξ) which become (essentially) 
chiral and anti-chiral (self-dual and anti-self-dual) on the mass 
shell after gauge ﬁxing one of the gauge symmetries (PST1 sym-
metry) of the action.
2. Action for superstring in doubled superspace
Our T-duality invariant type II superstring action is given by the 
sum
S = SL + SR =
∫
W 2
LL2[ZL(ξ)] +
∫
W 2
LR2 [ZR(ξ)] (3)
of two basically independent actions for ‘left’ and ‘right’ supermul-
tiplets of coordinate ﬁelds ZML (ξ) = (XaL(ξ), θα1(ξ)) and Z M˜R (ξ) =
(Xa˜R(ξ), θ
α˜2(ξ)) corresponding to (10|16)L and 
(10|16)
R coordinates 
(1); hence the name of superstring in double superspace. We de-
note local coordinates on the worldsheet W 2 by ξm = (ξ0, ξ1) =
(τ , σ). The Lagrangian 2-form of the left supermultiplet, LL2 in (3), 
in its turn is given by the sum
LL2 = LPST2 +LW Z2 (4)
of the PST Lagrangian form
LPST2 = La ∧ v iv(La − ∗La)
≡ 1
2
∗ La ∧ La + 1
2
iv(La − ∗La) ∗ iv(La − ∗La) (5)
and of the Wess–Zumino (WZ) term
LW Z2 = −idXaL ∧ dθ1σaθ1 . (6)Here ∧ is the exterior product which is antisymmetric for bosonic 
1-forms,2 and La is the (pull-back to the worldsheet of the) VA 
1-form (2) of ﬂat N = 1 D = 10 superspace (10|16)L . It is invariant 
under (D = 10, N = 1) supersymmetry with constant fermionic 
spinor parameter 
αL ,
δ
 X
a
L = iδ
θ1σ aθ1 , δ
θα1 = 
α1 . (7)
The PST Lagrangian form (5) includes a 1-form
v = dξmvm , vm = ∂ma(x)√
∂ag∂a
, (8)
constructed from an auxiliary scalar ﬁeld a = a(ξ) called the PST 
scalar [9]. This obeys a topological restriction
∂ag∂a := ∂magmn(ξ)∂na = 0
(better ∂magmn(ξ)∂na > 0 [26]), where gmn = gmn(ξ) is the inverse 
of the worldsheet metric gmn . That is also used to deﬁne the con-
traction, e.g.
iv L
a = vmLam = vngnmLam , ivdθα1 = vngnm∂mθα1. (9)
We prefer to construct the worldsheet metric gmn from world-
sheet zweibein 1-forms
gmn(ξ) = 1
2
(
e+me−n + e−me+n
)
(10)
e+ = dξme+m = e0 + e1, e− = dξme−m = e0 − e1, (11)
which are among the independent variables of our dynamical sys-
tem. Then the Hodge duality ∗ can be deﬁned as a simple opera-
tion on the zweibeine
∗e+ = e+ , ∗e− = −e− , (12)
so that, for La = e+La+ + e−La− , we have ∗La = e+La+ − e−La− and
La − ∗La = 2e−La− . (13)
Decomposing the 1-form v (8) on the zweibein basis, v =
dξmvm = e+v+ + e−v− , one notices that
4v+v− = 1 . (14)
This equation implies that neither of the components v+ and v−
can vanish thus reﬂecting the topological restriction on the PST 
scalar (v+ = 12
√∇+a
∇−a = 14v− ).
The ‘right’ supermultiplet action SR =
∫ LR has the similar 
structure LR2 = L˜PST2 + L˜W Z2 with
L˜PST2 = −Ra ∧ v iv(Ra + ∗Ra) , (15)
L˜W Z2 = +idXaR ∧ dθ2σaθ2 (16)
and Ra given in (2). Notice that we use the same zweibein (en-
coded in ∗) and PST scalar (encoded in v (8)) in both left and 
right parts of the action.
2 So that, e.g. dXaL ∧ dXbL = −dXbL ∧ dXaL and dXaL ∧ dθ1 = −dθ1 ∧ dXaL , but dθα1 ∧
dθβ1 = +dθβ1 ∧ dθα1.
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3.1. Supersymmetry
Taking into account the famous D = 10 Fierz identities
σaα(βσ
a
γ δ) ≡ 0, we can write the (formal) exterior derivative of 
the WZ term, dLW Z2 = −idXaL ∧ dθ1σa ∧ dθ1, in the form
dLW Z2 = −iLa ∧ dθ1σ a ∧ dθ1 (17)
which makes manifest its invariance under (7). As LPST2 in (5) is 
also invariant, the action for the left supermultiplet, SL =
∫ LL2 (4), 
is supersymmetric up to integral of total derivative, which vanishes 
in the case of closed string. The complete action (3) is invariant 
under (7) as well as under its counterpart acting on ZMR (ξ),
δ
 X
a
R = iδ
θ2σ aθ2 , δ
θα2L = 
α2 , (18)
so that the total number of target (super)space supersymmetries 
of our action is 32, the same as for type II GS superstrings.
3.2. κ-symmetry
The action is also invariant under 16 = 8 + 8 parametric local 
fermionic κ–symmetry. It is inﬁnitely reducible: we describe it in 
terms of 32 = 16 + 16 fermionic functions κ+β (ξ) and κ−β (ξ) only 
half of which does contribute eﬃciently in the transformations of 
physical ﬁelds (chiral supermultiplets). One half of the κ symmetry 
with parametric functions κ+β (ξ) acts on the left coordinate func-
tions and e+ ,
δκθ
α1 = (La+ − 4(v+)2La−)σ˜ αβa κ+β ,
δκ X
a
L = iδκθ1σ aθ1 ,
δκe
+ = −4ie−∇−θα1κ+α , (19)
while the other half with parametric functions κ−β (ξ) acts on the 
left coordinate functions and e− ,
δκθ
α2 = (Ra− − 4(v−)2Ra+)σ˜ αβa κ−β ,
δκ X
a
R = iδκθ2σ aθ2 ,
δκe
− = −4ie+∇+θα2κ−α . (20)
The PST scalar is inert under the κ-symmetry.
Notice that the κ-symmetry transformations for physical ﬁelds 
can be also written without explicit use of zweibeine,
δκθ
α1 = iv ∗ Laσ˜ αβa κ1β , δκθ α˜2 = iv ∗ Raσ˜ α˜β˜a κ2β˜ , (21)
with κ1β ∝ v+κ+β and κ2β ∝ v−κ−β .
The presence of κ-symmetry (ﬁrst discovered in [27,28] for su-
perparticle models) is important because it implies that the ground 
state of our dynamical system preserves some amount (1/2) of the 
supersymmetry (and is a stable, BPS state) [29,30]. In our case it is 
also important to establish the relation of our model with type II 
GS superstring, which is known to possess the κ-symmetry reduc-
ing by half the number of its fermionic degrees of freedom.
3.3. PST gauge symmetries
Our action is invariant under gauge symmetry ‘parametrized’ 
by an arbitrary (up to topological restrictions) variation of the 
PST scalar, δa(ξ), supplemented by the following variation of the 
bosonic coordinate functionsδPST2 X
b
L = Lb δa(ξ) , δPST2 XbR =Rb δa(ξ), (22)
Lb := iv(L
b − ∗Lb)√
∂ag∂a
, Rb := iv(R
b + ∗Rb)√
∂ag∂a
. (23)
All other ﬁelds are inert under this PST2 symmetry, δPST2 (
other
ﬁelds) = 0, 
which makes the PST scalar a pure gauge, Stückelberg ﬁeld, thus 
justifying our statement on its auxiliary nature. The topological 
restrictions ∂ag∂a = 0 do not allow one to set a(x) equal to con-
stant or identify it with light-like coordinates, but one can ﬁx e.g. 
the gauge a(ξ) = ξ0 = τ . In this gauge our PST action acquires 
Floreanini–Jackiw- or Henneaux–Teitelboim-like form (see [31,32]) 
in which its reparametrization (2d general coordinate) invariance 
is not manifest.
Another important symmetry, which we call PST1 symmetry 
(see [31] for its non-covariant form), acts nontrivially only on the 
bosonic coordinate functions,
δPST1 X
a
L = ϕa(a(ξ)) , δPST1 XaR = ϕ˜a(a(ξ)), (24)
δPST1(
other
ﬁelds) = 0 ,
and is characterized by 20 = 10 + 10 arbitrary functions of the PST 
scalar, ϕa(a(ξ)) and ϕ˜a(a(ξ)). When ∂ag∂a > 0 this inﬁnite dimen-
sional symmetry can be shown to be the gauge symmetry so that 
it can be used to reduce the number of degrees of freedom of the 
dynamical system (see [26] and refs. therein).
4. Equations of motion
The variation of the action (3)–(6), (15), (16) with respect to 
zweibein gives a beautiful deformed version of the Virasoro condi-
tions
(
La+ − 4(v+)2La−
)2 = 0 , (Ra− − 4(v−)2Ra+
)2 = 0 . (25)
With this in mind, the form of the fermionic equations of motion,
∇−θα1σ aαβ
(
La+ − 4(v+)2La−
)
= 0 , (26)
∇+θα2σ aαβ
(
Ra− − 4(v−)2Ra+
)
= 0 , (27)
(where ∇− = em−∂m , ∇+ = em+∂m) suggests the presence of the local 
fermionic κ–symmetry (19), (20).3
The variation with respect to the bosonic coordinate functions 
result in the second order equations
d(daLa) = 0 , d(daRa) = 0 , (28)
which imply that the La and Ra from (23) are equal to arbi-
trary functions of the PST scalar, La = φa(a(ξ)) and Ra = φ˜a(a(ξ)). 
However, the arbitrary r.h.s. of these equations can be gauged 
away using the PST1 gauge symmetry (with 
dϕb(a)
da = −φb(a) and 
dϕ˜b(a)
da = −φ˜b(a)). As a result, the gauge ﬁxed form of the La-
grangian equations (28) is the pair of homogeneous ﬁrst order 
equations La = 0 and Ra = 0. These, in their turn, imply (see [9]
and e.g. [26]) the self-duality and anti-self-duality conditions
La − ∗La = 0 , Ra + ∗Ra = 0 . (29)
In zweibein formalism these can be written in the form La = e+L+
and Ra = e−R− or
3 Indeed, on the surface of the deformed Virasoro conditions (25), the contrac-
tions of (26) with σ˜ βγb
(
Lb+ − 4(v+)2Lb−
)
and of (27) with σ˜ βγb
(
Rb− − 4(v−)2Rb+
)
vanish identically. These are the Noether identities for the κ–symmetry.
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Ra+ := ∇+XaR − i∇+θ2σ aθ2 = 0 . (31)
These equations provide the supersymmetric generalization of the 
chirality conditions characteristic for the type II GS superstring, 
in which case however, the ﬁrst terms would involve the same 
bosonic coordinate ﬁeld Xa . Eqs. (30) and (31) also make man-
ifest that the deformed Virasoro conditions (25) reduce to the 
standard (La+)2 = 0 and (Ra−)2 = 0 in the ‘self-duality gauge’ (29). 
The fermionic equations (26) and (27) in this gauge also reduce to 
more standard ∇−θα1σ aαβ La+ = 0 and ∇+θα2σ aαβ Ra− = 0.
Fixing the conformal gauge e+ =∝ dξ+ , e− =∝ dξ− (in which 
∇− =∝ ∂− and ∇+ =∝ ∂+), the light cone gauge X+L = ξ+ , X−R =
ξ− , and the κ-symmetry gauge
σ+θ1 = 0 ⇔ θα1 = (0, θ1−q˙ ), q˙ = 1, . . . ,8,
σ−θ2 = 0 ⇔ θα2 = (θ2+q ,0), q = 1, . . . ,8, (32)
we ﬁnd that the equations of motion for physical ﬁelds are just the 
chirality and anti-chirality conditions
∂−X IL = 0, ∂−θ1−q˙ = 0, I = 1, . . . ,8 , q˙ = 1, . . . ,8,
∂+X IR = 0, ∂+θ2+q = 0, q˙ = 1, . . . ,8 . (33)
Thus (X IL, θ
1−
q˙ ) and (X
I
L, θ
2+
q ) can be identiﬁed with the physical 
left-moving and right-moving ﬁelds of the type II GS superstring. 
As ∂+X−L and ∂−X
+
R are expressed through the above physical 
ﬁelds by the solution of the Virasoro conditions, we can state 
that our superstring in double N = 1 superspace provides a T-
duality invariant formulation of the GS superstring. The details 
on T-duality symmetry of our action and on zero modes of chi-
ral bosons will be discussed elsewhere.
5. Conclusion and outlook
In this letter we have presented an action for the string in dou-
bled N = 1 D = 10 superspace which provides a covariant and 
supersymmetric generalization of the Tseytlin’s duality-symmetric 
action for bosonic string [3]. We have shown that our action is 
invariant under a local fermionic κ-symmetry similar (but not 
identical) to the one of the standard GS superstring action. Our 
model uses essentially the PST approach to Lagrangian descrip-
tion of self-dual gauge ﬁelds, the set of which include chiral 
scalars (left-moving or right-moving ﬁelds) as d = 2 representa-
tive. The ‘generalization’ of our model for the case of superstring 
in doubled N = 1 superspace with D = 3, 4 and 6 is straightfor-
ward.
The bosonic limit of our construction gives the PST-type action 
for bosonic string in doubled spacetime constructed in [8] so that 
the nontrivial part of our study was to prove that our supersym-
metric generalization does possess a local fermionic κ-symmetry 
which guarantees that the ground state of our dynamical system 
is 1/2 BPS state (see [29,30]) and allows to consider our super-
string in doubled superspace as T-duality invariant formulation of 
the type II Green–Schwarz (GS) superstring.
It will be interesting to study the relation of our model to the T-
duality invariant superstring formulation recently proposed in [12]. 
We see an advantage of our construction in that it seems to be 
much more economic: in contrast to [12], we do not need either 
additional coordinates (tensorial etc.) or an embedding of a direct 
product of two super-Poincaré algebras into a superalgebra with 
non-degenerate metric. Probably the use of PST technique allowed 
for such a simpliﬁcations.A natural application of our study is to consider the gener-
alization of our action to curved doubled superspace and to use 
requirement of the preservation of the κ-symmetry to search for 
constraints deﬁning supergravity in doubled superspace. Probably 
such a search for doubled supergravity would shed a light on the 
nature of section conditions which have to be imposed by hand in 
doubled ﬁeld theory as it is formulated presently; an even more 
optimistic hope is that such an approach might generate an alter-
native to the section conditions.
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